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DEPENDENCE OF PROTON PRODUCTIONON CENTRALITY IN AU�AU COLLISIONSAT HIGH ENERGIESFu-Hu LiuInstitute of Modern Physis, Shanxi Teahers UniversityLinfen, Shanxi 041004, ChinaandChina Center of Advaned Siene and Tehnology (World Laboratory)Beijing 100080, Chinae-mail: liufh�dns.sxtu.edu.n(Reeived July 20, 2004)The rapidity distributions of protons produed in Au�Au ollisions atthe Alternating Gradient Synhrotron (AGS) energies are investigated by atwo-ylinder model. The di�erent distribution shapes for di�erent entral-ity uts are mainly determined by di�erent ontributions of leading protons.The ylinders ontribute the same distribution shape for di�erent entralityuts. The alulated results are ompared and found to be in agreementwith the experimental data of the E917 Collaboration.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 24.10.PaIn high-energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions, a lot of partiles are produedin �nal state [1�3℄. This phenomenon is alled multipartile prodution [4�6℄.There are many protons among �nal state partiles [7�9℄. These protons arefrom projetile and target nulei [10�12℄. Aording to the partiipant�spetator model [13℄, some of the �nal state protons are from partiipantand others are from spetator.The rapidity (or pseudorapidity) distributions of �nal state protons pro-dued in high-energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions an be measured in experi-ment. It is onvenient for us to understand the partile prodution proessof interating system by using the rapidity distributions. A lot of models,for example the mirosopi model based on parton substruture [14, 15℄,multi-phase transport model [16,17℄, relativisti quantum moleular dynam-is model [18, 19℄, and �reball model [20, 21℄ et., have been introdued todesribe the rapidity distributions.(2429)



2430 Fu-Hu LiuIn our previous work [22�24℄, a ylinder model is introdued to de-sribe the rapidity (or pseudorapidity) distributions. Reently, the ylindermodel is revised to a two-ylinder model [25�27℄ and an overlapping ylin-der model [28℄. The revised ylinder model ontains the previous ylindermodel, and the temperature of emission soure is onsidered. Beause theoverlapping ylinder model ontains two ylinders, it is in fat a two-ylindermodel.Reently, the Alternating Gradient Synhrotron (AGS) at BrookhavenNational Laboratory (BNL) was run at lower energies. The E917 Collab-oration reported the rapidity distributions of protons produed in Au�Auollisions at di�erent entralities at 6, 8, and 10.8AGeV [29℄. It is obviousthat the rapidity distribution shapes are di�erent for di�erent entrality uts.In this work, we shall use the two-ylinder model to analyze the dependeneof proton prodution on entrality in Au�Au ollisions at the lower AGSenergies and give an explanation for the rapidity distribution shape of �nalstate protons.Let us onsider the proess of high-energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions. Inthe enter-of-mass referene frame or in the laboratory referene frame, aprojetile nuleus and a target nuleus are expeted to make a ylindri-al ut through eah other along the diretion of the inident projetileand form partiipant. The residual parts of the two nulei remain rela-tively undisturbed forming spetators. In rapidity spae, the partiipantprojetile (i.e. projetile ylinder) lies in the rapidity range [yP min, yP max℄,and the partiipant target (i.e. target ylinder) lies in the rapidity range[yT min, yT max℄. The rapidity of the enter-of-mass system of ollisions is ycm(in the enter-of-mass referene frame ycm = 0). The emission points withthe same rapidity, yx, in the ylinder ut region form an emission soure inthe rapidity spae.In the onerned referene frame, let ∆y denote the rapidity shift of theenters of projetile and target ylinders, Dy denote the rapidity shift ofthe leading projetile and target protons, and δy ≡ (yP max − yP min)/2 =
(yT max − yT min)/2. In the rest frame of emission soure, we assume thatthe three momentum omponents p∗x, p∗y, and p∗z obey Gaussian distributionhaving the same width σ =

√
mT , where m and T are the rest mass of protonand the temperature of emission soure, respetively. The pseudorapidity
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 . (2)In the enter-of-mass referene frame or in the laboratory referene frame,the rapidity y an be obtained simply by
y = y∗ + yx . (3)For the projetile and target ylinders, the values of yx are in the ranges[∆y − δy,∆y + δy℄ and [−∆y − δy,−∆y + δy℄, respetively. For the leadingprojetile and target protons, the values of yx are equal to Dy and −Dy,respetively. For symmetrial ollisions suh as Au�Au ollisions, the on-tributions of leading projetile and target protons are equal to eah other,and the ontributions of the two ylinders are equal to eah other, too. Let

k denote the ontribution of leading projetile or target protons, then theontribution of projetile or target ylinder is (1 − 2k)/2.A Monte Carlo method is used to alulate the rapidity distribution.The �rst step, aording to the di�erent ontributions of leading protons andylinders, and the distribution range of yx, the emission soure with rapidity
yx is given. The seond step, aording to the Gaussian p∗z and Rayleigh
p∗T distributions, the value of η∗ is de�ned. The third step, aording toEqs. (2) and (3), the value of y is obtained. Repeating alulation an givea lot of �nal state protons with di�erent y. Then the rapidity distributionan be given by a statistial method.Figure 1 presents the rapidity (y − ycm) distributions, dN/dy, in theenter-of-mass referene frame for protons produed in Au�Au ollisions at6AGeV, where y is the rapidity in the laboratory referene frame. Theentrality uts are shown in the �gure. The full irles are the experimentaldata of the E917 Collaboration [29℄ and the open irles are re�eted around
y = ycm [29℄. The experimental data are ompared with the Monte Carloresults with 106 protons generated for eah entrality ut, respetively, usingour model ode. The urves in Fig. 1 represent the rapidity distributionsfrom the two-ylinder model, whih are in good agreement with the E917experimental data. In the alulation, the parameter values obtained by�tting the experimental data are T = 150 MeV, ∆y = δy = 0.560, and
Dy = 1.120. For the entrality uts from 0�5% to 39�81%, the ontributionsof leading projetile or target protons are taken as k = 0.03, 0.08, 0.12, 0.18,and 0.23 with χ2/degrees of freedom (dof) of 0.065, 0.026, 0.025, 0.045, and1.188, respetively.
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Fig. 1. Rapidity distribution of protons produed in Au�Au ollisions at 6AGeV.The full irles are the experimental data measured by the E917 Collaboration [29℄and the open irles are re�eted around y = ycm [29℄. The urves are our alulatedresults.Figure 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but the inident energy is 8AGeV. Themeanings of symbols and urves are the same as those in Fig. 1. In thealulation, the parameter values obtained by �tting the experimental dataare T = 160 MeV, ∆y = δy = 0.575, and Dy = 1.150. For the entralityuts from 0�5% to 39�81%, the ontributions of leading projetile or targetprotons are taken as k = 0.05, 0.09, 0.12, 0.17, and 0.24 with χ2/dof of0.062, 0.054, 0.032, 0.044, and 0.259, respetively.Figure 3 is similar to Fig. 1, too, but the inident energy is 10.8AGeV.The meanings of symbols and urves are the same as those in Fig. 1. In thealulation, the parameter values obtained by �tting the experimental dataare T = 170 MeV, ∆y = δy = 0.595, and Dy = 1.340. For the entralityuts from 0�5% to 39�81%, the ontributions of leading projetile or targetprotons are taken as k = 0.06, 0.08, 0.12, 0.19, and 0.28 with χ2/dof of0.158, 0.118, 0.174, 0.130, and 0.386, respetively.From the above �gures one an see that the values of parameters T , ∆y,
δy, and Dy inrease with inreasing the inident energy; and do not dependon the entrality ut for a given inident energy. The ontribution of lead-ing protons inreases with dereasing the entrality. Di�erent distributionshapes of proton rapidity are e�eted by the di�erent ontributions of lead-ing protons. From ∆y = δy we know that there is no overlap or gap between
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Fig. 2. Rapidity distribution of protons produed in Au�Au ollisions at 8AGeV.The full irles are the experimental data measured by the E917 Collaboration [29℄and the open irles are re�eted around y = ycm [29℄. The urves are our alulatedresults.

Fig. 3. Rapidity distribution of protons produed in Au�Au ollisions at 10.8AGeV.The full irles are the experimental data measured by the E917 Collaboration [29℄and the open irles are re�eted around y = ycm [29℄. The urves are our alulatedresults.



2434 Fu-Hu Liuthe projetile and target ylinders. The two ylinders beome a long one. If
∆y > δy, there is a gap between the two ylinders. If ∆y < δy, there is anoverlap between the two ylinders.In order to see the di�erene between ontributions of ylinders andleading protons. Figure 4 shows separately the ontributions of ylindersand leading protons. The experimental data (irles) and the parametervalues are the same as those in Fig. 3. For the entrality uts from 0�5% to39�81%, the ontributions of ylinders are given in the �gure around entralrapidity range by the solid, dotted, dashed, and dotted�dashed urves, aswell as small points, respetively. Correspondingly, the ontributions ofleading protons are given in the �gure around fragmentation regions by thesame style urves and points. One an see that there are two mixed regionsbetween the two kinds of ontributions.

Fig. 4. Comparison between ontributions of ylinders and leading protons. Theirles are the experimental data of the E917 Collaboration [29℄ as those shownin Fig. 3. The urves and small points are our alulated results with the sameparameter values as those used in Fig. 3.In order to see the sensitivity of parameters, we hange the parametervalue by plus or minus 10% and give a realulation. Figure 5 shows the re-sults of our realulation for 10.8AGeV Au�Au ollisions. The experimentaldata (irles) are the same as those in Fig. 3. For the �ve entrality uts,the results of 0.9T (1.1T ), 0.9∆y(1.1∆y), 0.9δy(1.1δy), 0.9Dy(1.1Dy), and
0.9k(1.1k) are given in the �gure by the solid, dotted, thin-dashed, thik-dashed, and dotted�dashed urves, respetively, where the values of T , ∆y,
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity of the parameter values used in Fig. 3. The irles are theexperimental data of the E917 Collaboration [29℄ as those shown in Fig. 3. Theurves are our alulated results.
δy, Dy, and k are the same as those for Fig. 3. From the �gure one an seethat the alulated results are insensitive to T for the �ve entrality uts, to
∆y for the last entrality ut, to δy for the last two entrality uts, to Dyfor the �rst entrality ut, and to k for the �ve entrality uts. In short, therapidity distribution shapes in entral and semi-entral ollisions are sensi-tive to the rapidity shifts ∆y and δy, while the rapidity distribution shapesin non-entral ollisions are sensitive to the rapidity shift Dy.The values of ∆y and δy de�ne the position relation between the pro-jetile and target ylinders. If ∆y = δy, there is no gap or overlap betweenthe two ylinders, the two ylinders beome a long one and the presentmodel beomes the previous ylinder model [22�24℄. If ∆y > δy, there isa gap between the two ylinders, the present model beomes the previoustwo-ylinder model [25�27℄. If ∆y < δy, there is an overlap between thetwo ylinders, the present model beomes the previous overlapping ylindermodel [28℄.To onlude, we have investigated the dependene of proton rapiditydistribution on entrality in Au�Au ollisions at 6, 8, and 10.8AGeV byusing the two-ylinder model. The model gives a good desription of theexperimental data measured by the E917 Collaboration. The ylinder lengthdoes not depend on the entrality, while the ontribution of leading protonsinreases with the derease of entrality. The rapidity distribution shape in
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